
CISC 3620, Homework 1:
Getting started with WebGL

Prof Michael Mandel

1 Introduction

For this assignment, we will be modifying the basic triangle WebGL application
that we went over in class using JSFiddle. JSFiddle is a website for develop-
ing simple JavaScript applications in a single page and so works well for our
purposes.

1.1. Go to https://jsfiddle.net/ in your browser

1.2. Create an account and log in

2 Fork my project

2.1. Go to https://jsfiddle.net/asterix77/gauzpyw7/8/

2.2. Click on the “Fork” button to create your own copy of the fiddle

2.3. Click on the “Run” button to run it. You should see a red triangle appear
in the bottom right quadrant on a white background.

3 Change the color of the triangle

The color of the triangle is set in the fragment shader in the HTML file.

3.1. Find the fragment shader in the HTML file

3.2. Change the color from red (1, 0, 0, 1) to green (0, 1, 0, 1)

3.3. Click “Run” to make sure it worked

3.4. If it didn’t work, press the F12 key (or right click and “inspect element”) to
open your browser’s JavaScript console and see if you see an error message
that you can debug.

4 Change the color of the background

The background color (AKA “clear color”) is set in the JavaScript file.

4.1. Find where gl.clearColor() is called to set the “clear color” that clears
the canvas before drawing
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4.2. Change the clear color from white (1, 1, 1, 1) to blue (0, 0, 1, 1)

4.3. Click “Run” to make sure it worked

4.4. Debug using the JavaScript console as necessary

5 Change the orientation of the triangle

The position of the triangle’s vertices are set in the vertices list.

5.1. Flip the triangle over by negating the y-axis component of each coordinate.
The coordinates are specified as (x, y) pairs in the vec2 datatype.

5.2. Click “Run” to make sure it worked

5.3. Debug using the JavaScript console as necessary

6 Take a screenshot

6.1. Take a screenshot of your updated JSFiddle, making sure that the bottom
right pane and the triangle within it are both fully visible.

6.2. If you need help taking a screenshot, see https://www.take-a-screenshot.
org/

7 Submit it

7.1. Click on the “Save” button to save your fiddle.

7.2. Log in to Blackboard and open the dropbox for Homework 1.

7.3. Add the screenshot of your fiddle to the submission

7.4. Paste the URL of your fiddle as part of the comment for your submission.
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